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Edinburgh is Scotlandâ€™s historic and scenic capital and is one of the most visited cities in the UK.
This is mainly because of the famous Edinburgh festivals held in august. People from all around the
world visit Edinburgh during the colorful season of the festival.  There are wealth of attractions in
Edinburgh for visitors and interestingly they are all in close proximity to the pearl apartments which
are one of the finest apartments in the city

Attractions in Edinburgh:

Arthurâ€™s Seat is a piece of highland landscape in the centre of Edinburgh. The place is easy to climb
and provides panoramic views of the city.

The Edinburgh castle is the second most visited attraction in Edinburgh. The castle dominates the
skyline of the city. It is one of the few fortresses in the world that still serves military, mainly for
ceremonial and administrative purposes.

The Edinburgh fringe is the largest arts festival in the world. It has events life performing arts,
drama, comedy, dance and music. The fringe mostly showcases experimental work and promotes
talent.

The Royal Mile is Scotlandâ€™s mile road which runs from the Edinburgh Castle to the Holyrood Abbey.
This is the busiest tourist street and is often referred to as the High Street of Edinburgh.

The Royal Botanic Garden is the oldest garden in Britain and is a famous place for walk.

Pearl apartments:

The pearl apartments in Edinburgh are all about luxury, style and comfort. They are located in
central Edinburgh and because of this they are close to all major attractions in the city. The
Edinburgh Castle, Royal Mile and the Princess Street are all at a close proximity to the apartments.

The architecture of the apartments is contemporary. Moreover they are furnished in a luxurious
manner with comfort as the main object. The apartments maybe modern but at the same time they
are designed to give a homely feeling. 

Moreover the apartments have free private parking and have public transport links all around. There
are a number of apartments in the same location which means that you can travel in the form of
groups and family and take advantage of these close apartments.

There are two bedroom apartments, three bedroom apartments and four bedroom apartments, all
located in the heart of Edinburgh. There are apartments in the Dalry Gait. These are self catering,
furnished to the highest standards. Then there are apartments in Lochrin for those on a tight budget.
These apartments are great value for money with low rates all year around. Lastly there are luxury
self catering apartments in Lochrin to pamper you on a holiday.
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Adrian_Morrison - About Author:
Adrian Morrison is a marketing officer for Greenlet, property lettings website in Edinburgh. If you
want more information on a rent in edinburgh, please visit a flats edinburgh.
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